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Propagation of VUP waves in highly conducting medium

For studying the propagation of VLF waves in rock, an excursion to

German and Dutch mines was made in September 1963. It was the pur-

pose of this excursion to conduct measurements of subsurface pro-

pagation through geological bodies which in their structure and in

the type of disturbances (mineralization) differed considerarbly

from the regions of Tyrolian mines studied so far.

In the present report, interesting and informative results of %ea-

surements in one mine are discussed.

1. Theoretical considerations

According to the theory developed in the second Annual VLF Report

(1962), which holds for a magnetic dipole in an unbounded and

conduoting medium, the magnetic field strength was calculated as de-

pendent on the distance r, the angle "Sand the conductivity.

Below, the quantityA(sec p 17, expression 40 and 41 in the above

report) instead of the conductivity e shall be considered to make

the calculation more general, otherwise the results would be bound to a

certain measuring frequency, but this is to be avoided. For this

purpose, the function h(r,,", A) (expression 52 of the report) was

calculated for a number of distances and conductivities.

The function

exp(-Ar)Q 4084 1 6 L2
+ L + r2 r

r2 r2 2

+ sio24( + 2b 2 + +
+ s n 4  r+3 r**~ 2 4r 2

is calculated in Table I for the values 4 - 4.86.10-2 ; 1.085.10-2

3.45.10 ; 7.7.18) ; 1.09.10 . For the frequency 3kc/sec used for these

measurements, the conductivity would be 6'= 10- ; 10- ; 2.10- , 5.10
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I(•t - .s1). The graphical representations shown in Figs. I through 4

give a rood illustration of the directional pattern as dependent on thc,

distance at constant conductivity on the one hand, and at a given

distance as dependent on the conductivity on the other hand. For

a better survey, the value of the function h(r,4 ,6 ) was plotted

in the diagram in radial direction (logarithmic scale). Fig. 3

clearly shows the result obtained previously, namely that the field

strength component H4 (in the direction J = 900) for a certain

conductivity has a maximum at a given distance and frequency.

The definition of the function i (r,&) in the form
tHIS o

OHr'a ) LTO9-o (2)

proved advantageous for further studies. Table 2 gives some computed

values of this function which are plotted in Fig. 5. By means of

this function which on the whole is consistent with the function V(r)

in the report (see p, 16, expression 53), the conductivity can be

determined from the value of_(r,& ) which can easily he measured by

experiment, and from Fig. 5, vig, . The considerable decreaso of

the value of the function characterizing the far field of the dipole

indicates the predominance of the component . H%9.

In the present report it shall not be discussed how far the boundary

of the medium can be neglected and how great the error thus becomes,

since the existing results at present are being compared with the

ex>p rimental data.

2. Measurements in the Salzgitter mine (Germaeny¾- shaft region Konrad I

The geological structure of this region is characterized by a variety

of flat strata formed by repeated flooding by the sea. The ex-

ploitable iron ore field of the Upper Jurassic is accompanied by

zones of marly limestone. The rook on top of the mine has an average
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height of 1000 mp the inclination of the deposit to the horizon being 220.

The concentration of this oolitic ore is approximately 30c, the average

size of the individual brown iron grains is 0.5 m-.

Suitable measuring sites with specific conditions in the mine itself

were not easy to find. Regions with wires of the mining railway, power

cables, or even iron formwork had to be avoided. Two short drifts

18 and 25 m long in the 1000 m bed seemed to be most suitable. Despite

the short distance between transmitter and receiver, characteristic

antenna patterns could be measured owing to the high conductivity of

the ore body - a d-o measurement yield~d6= 2.10" . 1 m'). The

working method for finding these diagrams had already been described in

detail in the above annual report. The transmitter antenna is successively

turned into the positionsed= 00, 300, 600, and 900. In the meantime,

measurements with the receiving antenna were conducted such that the

antenna is revolved 3600 about its vertical axis at a constant angle

This rotation corresponds to a change in angle y between the dipole

axis of the receiving antenna and the field direction. The angle&4

is the angle between the direction of the dipole axis of the trans-

mitter antenna and the direction to the receiving point. The

measured values obtained by this method are given under U in Tables

3 and 4. Column U. was obtained from these values by averaging

the measured values belonging to tf, f+ 1800, L 900. The mean values

thus obtained are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. The third column gives the

mean values C calculated by the method of least squares, with
allowance for the dependence Us - Us .cosT. According to Figs. 6

and 7, this dependence on the angle T obviously does not occur, since

the minimum of the curve does not assume the value zero, but decreases

only down to a certain fraction of the maximum value (see hbove). In
this case, the situation is probably more complex than it was shown by the

above theory.

The voltage induced in the antenna calculated according to the law of

induction is:
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d d d f df. oo = dt B.F.coso (3)

If B is considered to be a constant vector which in the general case

may be looked upon as a resultant of the primary field and a series

of secondary fields, then it follows from the above equation that

the induced voltage becomes zero for the angle = 900. Hne,

no conclusions can be made from the measured deviation to the distur-

bing effect of secondary fields caused by the boundary of the ore

body.

The most obvious assumption that can still explain the measurement is

that of a highly inhomogeneous field. In this case, the situation

at the receiving antenna can thus be represented:

S....

The induced voltage nan be represented by the following expressions

Uind,11, 0'oos1',1 + V2 coso•2 (4)

The angles I and 42 are different owing to the field inhomogeneity

and are interrelated (see diagram) in the following ways

?' + T2 + = 1800 (5)

This relation can be substituted In (4), e being a measure of the inhomo-

geneity. R-om these assumption it follows that the induced voltage

need net become zero for whatever value of ý1' if the receiving

antenna is turned, i.e., if Ti is changed. This is consistent with

the actual observation. Here, the effeo is explained only qualitatively,

not considering the reasons for the great influences on the trans-
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mitter field. The following values of the function ?(r, 1¾) for

18 and 25 m are calculated from the two measurements:

T (r,•A r(m)

1.15 18

0.75 25

These values are plotted in Fig. 5. The value obtained with good

approximation for the conductivity by interpolation is G - 3.101 i(f m'1 ).

The error is no more then 25% which considering the small distance is

very good. Furthermore, this conductivity is also consistent with

that measured with direct current: 2.10" 2 •Ca21).

For a better understanding of Figs. 6 and 7 it must be added that the

envelope of all curves gives the field strength diagrams represented

in Figs. 1 through 4. The conducted measurements show that

Y (r, A) ( 1 for a distance of 25 m, hence measurements for distan-

ces of 50 m in the studied rock are already conducted in the far

field. This fact is of special interest, since the conditions in

the mines of Schwaz and St. Gertraudi are completely different; here,

S(r,A ) was found to decrease but slightly even at 1000m. For this

reason, detailed studies with allowance for the upper and lower

boundaries of the ore body can be expected to yield interesting

results.

Summary of TN 7

A propagation measurcment of VLF waves conducted in the iron ore mine

Konrad I (Salzgitter) is discussed in detail and compared with the

theory for an unbounded and homogeneous medium. The results of the

measurement differ considerably from this simplified theory in some

points, which suggests the field to be very inhomogeneous. Furthermore,

a representation is given which makes it possible to determine the

conductivity of tho studied rock by mearnring the function t(r, A) which

is defined and calculated for a number of r and, values.



TABLI I

Calculation of the function

"r L 2 r 2 r r4 +-r3 +

+2•2 42 42I'Lh~, +,~ (' + 2'ý + 4r 2 r+

2

f = 3 kc/sec

lA ;8.02 1-2 i 2 -2 -11. 3.45.10- 4.86.10" 7.7.10 1.09.10

i~o ~EJ 1 0)v 1 2-*10-1 5.10'0 2 1015 l9 05
,.7 102 -9m ) 01 10- 1 0

0 i• •0"3 1 .10 9 10: :79:10"3 1,58:10"-3..
30 1 0l 1.79.1o' 1.73.1o, 1,66.103 1.54.1o10m60 1.8 1.34.10-3 1.33.10"3 1.38.10-3 1.41.10•3
90 9.9 .10 .1.04.10 1.08.10 1.22.10-3 1.36.10o

0 25 104 28 10-4 208.0-4 1:5910-4 123.10-4
30 2.26.10" 2.1310 2,00 10 1 65.10 1.36.310

20 m 60 1 67:1o'4 178 10:4 177:10-4 1:76.10- 1.6 1O-0
90 1:27.10- 1:58:104 1:65.10-4 1.81.10-4 1:7 :10-4

0152 25. 5.6.10-6 2.1.10"-6 6.1 10-7
30 1:39 105 1:• 105 7.20106 3•.39.10-6 1.31.1'6

50 m 60 1,0810 6 1,16,1o5 9.60.105 5.05,106 2.05.106
90 8,9 .10" 1.23.10 5 1,04.10-5 5.70.10"- 2.33.10"-

* -6 1 122 10 -8 -90 158.106 3.56.1o 22ol 1-0410_, 155.1030 1.51,10"zc 5:50:10O7 2:38.10 ' ,I0, 6 3 10:9
30 0 1.51. 8106 10-7 -710 3010 8 6.5 8~100 m60 1.42.106 86 . 3?0100- 4.94.10- 1.07.10
90 1.36.10 9.66.10-7 4.20.10-t 5:70.10- 1.24.10-

0 1.15.10-7 2.6?.10-9 2.17.10-'0 5.85.10 -n
30 16374 10-7 6.90 .10- 9 7 ,75 1 -1 9 

3 ,3 2 .1 0 -10
200 m 60 1164.10"1 13.10- 1,30.109 57010 -

90 1.78:10"7 1:30.10"8 1.50.10 6.55.110

0 60o6 0 1149 lO 1 14 1-89 lO7
30 1:27 • i- 925 .o':14 10 i.6OO"

500 m 60 203-109 1:59:1011, 2.78:10-16
90 2.-32.10 1.84.10 :3.20.10



TABLE II

Function ' (r,A)

r 10-2 10"1 2-10"1 5.10-1 1

10 2.02 1.93 1.83 1.47 1.16
20 1.97 1.44 1.26 0.88 0.72

50 1.71 0.75 0.54 0.37 0.266

100 1.16 0.37 0.29 0.182 0.125
200 0.65 0.2 0.145 0.09 -

500 0.26 0.081 0.059 -

TABLE III

Measurement I

0= O r=18 m ,= 300

U Ue Ue Ue Y, Ue Ue UG

0o 5.3 5.3 5.37 30 0 5 5 5.16
300 4.5 4.6 4.65 600 4.8 4.5 4.46
600 2.5 2.8 2.68 900 2.5 3.2 2.58
900 0.85 0.9 0 1200 1.7 1.7 0

120 3.0 2.8 2.68 150 2.3 3.2 2.58
1500 4.8 4.6 4.65 1800 4.3 4.5 4.461800 5.4 5.3 5.37 210o0 5.2 5 5.16

330 4.8 4.6 4.65 00 4.2 4.5 4:46
3000 3.0 2.8 2.68 3300 2.4 3.2 2.58270°0 1.0 0.9 0
24.0 2,5 2.8 2.68

2100 4.5 4.6 4.65
00 5.3 5.3 5.37

9. 6° • 9- :
U e Ue e e

600 4.7 4.7 4.72 270 4.6 4.6 4.75
30 0 4.2 4.1 4.16 600 4.3 4.3 4.12

00 2.7 2.5 2.41 30 2.7 2.5 2.38
3 3 0 ° 0.8 0.8 0 900 4.6 4.6 4.75
3000 2.1 2.5 2.41 120 4.0 4.3 4.12
2700 4.0 4.1 4.16 150 2.0 2.5 2.38
900 4.0 4.1 4.16 1800 0.63 0.6 0

1200 2.4 2.5 2.41 210° 2.7 2.5 2.38
150° 0.8 0.8 0 240° 4.3 4.3 4.12
1800 2.6 2.5 2.41



TABLE IV

Measurement II

r - 25 m

00 o9. 300

ee U9 U U0
0° 2.4 2.4 2.5 00 2.2 2.2 2.34

30 2.0 2.2 2.16 30 2.4 2.4 2.7
600 1.3 1.6 1.25 600 2.3 2.2 2.34
900 0.85 0.85 0 90o0 1.8 1.7 1.35

1200 1.6 1.6 1.25 120 1.5 1:5 0150°0 2.2 2.2 2.16 150 1-7 1.7 1.355

180 2.4 2.4 2.5 1800 2.2 2.2 2.34

330 2.2 2.2 2.16 3300 1.7 1.7 1.35
30 1.55 1.6 1.25 300 1.5 1.5 0270' 0.85 0.85 0

i,3= 600 J9. 900

600 3.4 3.4 3.3 900 3.2 3.2 3.18
900 2.8 2.8 2.85 600 2.7 2.7 2.74

1200 1.7 1.7 1.65 300 1.75 1.6 1.59
150' 0.55 0.55 0 00 1.35 1.3 0
1800 1.6 1.7 1.65 1200 2.7 2.7 2.74
2100 2.8 2.8 2.85 1500 1.6 1.6 1.5930o 0 2 .8 2 .8 2.85 180o° 1 .3 1.3 0
0 1.75 1.7 1.65 210 1.6 1.6 1.59

240 2.7 2.7 2.74
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